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Dear Helen 

I am conscious that this is the first voluntary assurance letter I have shared since the 
LSB Board approved the OLC Business Plan and Budget for 21/22. The LSB’s 
decision has provided the OLC Board with much needed certainty, reaffirming our 
clear commitment to overseeing early progress and improvement at pace.  This was 
very much reflected throughout the March Board meeting where the recurring theme 
was one of urgency in delivering the much-needed improvement trajectory. 

In keeping with the format adopted in in the last VA letter, I will focus directly on three 
areas in feeding back to the LSB: 

1. Performance improvement including responding to COVID-19 
2. People and Leadership 
3. Risk management and financial governance 

Performance improvement including responding to COVID-19 

The overview: Performance shows some promising signs of recovery with assumptions 
for case closures being exceeded in January and February of this year (January: 465 
closures against a target of 443; February: 466 closures against a target of 465).. 
Since the meeting, the Board has also been informed that March ended on 552 
closures against an assumption of 450 and with Investigator productivity now at 5.75, 
the highest it has been since November 2019. Nonetheless there is no complacency 
and no doubting the unacceptable scale of the PAP backlog, which stands at 4,829 (1 
April). This is clearly a critical and urgent priority for Board members and the 
Executive and is now being addressed through the PAP reduction project. Whilst 
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current lockdown restrictions continue to impact on LeO staff, the Executive is giving 
consideration to planning a return to office, thoroughly assessing how different ways of 
working could impact performance and delivery. 

Assurances received: 

1. The Board was assured by the intense focus that the Executive and Operations 
Managers are placing on the drive to reduce the volume and wait times within 
the PAP. Phase one activity has already started and the Board particularly 
noted early resolution (sampling work shows a closure rate prior to investigation 
of almost 30%); work exploring the scope of ‘reasonable offer made’ and guided 
negotiations (sampling work shows 40% of cases as suitable for negotiation) 
and robotic process automation (by automating case creation it will free up staff 
to add more value for customers). 

2. The Board was further assured by the ongoing approach being adopted by the 
new Chief Operating Officer to addressing differentials and performance 
variations.  Productivity levels between Investigators vary significantly and the 
proportion of Investigators closing 6 or more cases has risen from 15% in Q3 to 
26% in Q4. 

3. The Board noted that the April 2020 intake of Investigators has outperformed 
the established Investigators (productivity levels of 4.60 compared to 3.13 and 
was assured by how the learning from this is being used to inform future 
recruitment induction and training practices. 

4. The Board also noted an update on post Covid-19 planning and was assured 
that this is taking full account of office environment and facilities; managing 
people to achieve performance; a central focus on staff mental and physical 
wellbeing; HR and technology. 

Assurances being sought: 

5. Whilst the PAP stands at a lower level than forecast this is due to the resourcing 
of the General Enquiries Team (GET) rather than a change in demand. Core 
demand continues to outstrip performance and contact levels in the GET have 
increased with a continued shift towards email from phone, reflecting a move to 
encourage callers to use the LeO website. Further consideration will need to be 
given to the GET targets where 98% of queries were answered within 30 days 
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in February but where the target of responding to 100% of emails within 14 days 
has consistently not been met. 

6. The Board’s Performance and Quality Task and Finish Group has previously 
identified that Investigator productivity and attrition rates are key determinants 
on success. A small spike in attrition will be expected as new starters come to 
an end of their unsuccessful probationary period although this should not 
negatively impact on performance. Nonetheless customer journey time will 
continue to rise, exacerbated by old cases coming to conclusion, until new ways 
of working and improved Investigator productivity can be embedded. 

People and Leadership 

The overview: The Chief Operating Officer is making progress on positively engaging 
operational teams in developing plans for process and performance improvement. An 
early sign of change is starting to be seen in LeO’s performance management culture, 
with a shared and common purpose being re-established across the organisation, and 
the People Plan has been reprioritised to focus on a more realistic trajectory, and one 
which more clearly supports delivery of Business Plan priorities. The Chief 
Ombudsman is developing his plans for the Executive Team and wider management 
structure and key appointments are being progressed, bringing with them stability and 
starting to address gaps in capacity and capability. 

Assurances received: 

1. The Board noted and welcomed the reprioritisation of the People Plan, with a 
clear focus on urgently supporting operational delivery and Business Plan 
priorities 1 and 2. This will include communications and engagement; 
behavioural and competency framework simplification; and a review of 
recruitment and induction processes. 

2. 50% of LeO’s sick absence relates to mental health. The Board was assured 
that the Executive will be having a renewed focus on sick absence management 
including the root causes and how colleagues can be supported back to work. 

3. The Board was assured by the Chief Ombudsman’s focus within the Executive 
Team restructure on realigning reporting lines and ensuring better cohesion 
between directories in focusing on the Business Plan priorities. It noted the 
progress being made with appointing a new Head of People Strategy and 
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Services along with the commitment to addressing the wider gaps in the 
Management team structure, including around risk management and further 
support for the Finance Team. 

4. The Board recognised the considerable progress that has been made against 
implementation of the 39 recommendations derived from the two previous 
Independent Reviews. 21 of these are now embedded within the People Plan 
and the Board is satisfied that both the recommendations and the wider issues 
behind the Reviews are now being addressed. 

5. In reflecting on the learning from the Employment Tribunal case finding of 
indirect sex discrimination, the Board was assured with the legal advice 
received that there was no further risk in relation to the circumstances of the 
case. It also had the opportunity to reflect on what information should come to 
the Board in the future, including emerging risks, and how RemCo could in 
future consider red-rated HR cases.  In addition it received an update on a live 
Employment Tribunal case scheduled for July 2021 

Assurances being sought: 

6. The Board reiterated the value of seeing clearer alignment around reporting on 
LeO’s people within the Performance Report. In doing so it recognised that the 
People Plan is an enabler and should not be seen as shorthand for LeO’s 
people.  A number of wider staff engagement and initiatives were shared 
throughout the meeting – for example, the building of a new on-line portal to 
enable staff to make and assess tangible suggestions to address the PAP 
backlog - and these emphasised the wide range of approaches now being 
adopted to supporting LeO’s people to perform more effectively. 

7. Having recognised the progress made the Board has asked the Executive for a 
further assurance report on the Independent Review recommendations; 
following this it will bring both Reviews to a formal close. 

8. In recognising the importance of EDI, the Board agreed to the revised Equality 
Priority Objectives on an interim basis.  This was subject to a revised set 
coming before it in Q2, following wider staff engagement and detailed input from 
the new EDI Specialist (due to be appointed shortly). In order to maintain the 
Board’s commitment to EDI the OLC Chair will temporarily be taking on the 
Board EDI sponsor role, following Rebecca Hilsenrath’s departure. 
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Risk management and financial governance 

The overview: Progress continues to be made in the re-establishment of good financial 
governance across the organisation.  The internal auditors, GIAA, have issued their 
draft internal audit report on Financial Management to the Executive and overall are 
satisfied that key financial risks are bring managed through standard processes, clear 
accountability and appropriate oversight. They recognise improvement on the position 
over the last year whilst making recommendations for further strengthening of financial 
management arrangements. This is already in hand through the Chief Ombudsman’s 
commitment to building the capability and capacity of the wider management team. 

1. The Board received assurance from ARAC on the red strategic risks facing the 
scheme, considering the impact of lack of resilience at a senior level; loss of 
stakeholder confidence in effective organisational leadership; the pandemic risk 
and diminishing levels of staff engagement. The Chair of ARAC has continued 
with their restructuring of meetings, with a clear requirement for the provision of 
specific reports offering evidence of assurance. 

2. The Board reviewed and agreed revised terms of reference for ARAC, 
recognising the enhanced and improved role it was taking in overseeing 
improvements in financial governance and risk management.    

3. The external auditors have completed their interim audit and the Board was 
assured that this has progressed well and that a smoother year end process is 
anticipated. 

4. The external auditors, BDO, have acknowledged considerable improvement in 
the Finance Team and the Board was assured that this is set to be reinforced by 
the imminent appointment of a new Finance Manager. This role was initially 
planned as a Finance Business Partner in the interim budget earlier this year 
but an uplift in the skills and experience has been incorporated to provide further 
resilience and ensure LeO has the appropriate skills to meet the needs of its 
finance function. This role will help take responsibility for further development of 
the financial management framework and key financial governance 
arrangements. 

5. In addition, a Risk Manager has recently been appointed and they will support 
the further review and development of the risk management framework, taking 
responsibility for more effectively linking the strategic risk report with risk 
appetite. 
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Assurances being sought: 

6. Whilst discussions at ARAC around strategic risk have improved further work is 
needed and May’s Board meeting offers a critical opportunity to enhance this 
through the Board’s annual strategic risk workshop.  This will also be an 
opportunity to more directly align risk appetite with strategic risk. 

7. The Board reviewed a summary of the anticipated year end which included an 
underspend position for 20/21 of £120,000 (less than 1% of the expenditure 
budget). The Executive Team is reflecting on current practice, in particular 
looking at the forecasting of the holiday pay accrual, in order to prevent similar 
issues arising in future years. 

As ever Helen, I hope this letter provides your Board with a useful and timely summary 
of both where progress has been made and where further assurance is now needed.  I 
cannot emphasise enough that the shared focus of all is now on delivering 
improvement at pace with not an ounce of complacency in sight.  This already includes 
putting into action increased and more visible accountability, including through 
establishing the Stakeholder Advisory Group (which will meet for the first time at the 
end of April) and enhanced public reporting (which will be discussed further with LSB 
Executive colleagues before the end of April). 

Best wishes 

Elisabeth Davies 
Chair, Office for Legal Complaints 
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Appendix A – Performance Data 

Summary of key data from last six months 
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Measure Sep-20 Oct-20 Nov-20 Dec-20 Jan-21 Feb-21 Mar-21 Trend 

Customer Journey Time 
222 220 232 248 270 279 285 ~ (Avg. Low Complexity) 

Customer Journey Time 
312 346 323 325 362 3n 372 ~ (Avg. Medium Complexity) 

Customer Journey Time 
676 612 545 458 681 623 616 ~ (Avg. High Complexity} 

Rolling Annual Turnover Rate 17.1% 14.6% 14.6% 10.6% 9.1% 9.5% 9.9% ~ 
Rolling Annual Turnover Rate -

20.4% 17.8% 176.9% 11.8% 10.9% 126% 12.6% ~ Investigators 

Sickness - lost days per head 11.1 10.96 11.3 11.38 1L45 11.04 10.91 ~ 
Volume of cases awaiting assessment 

4,160 4,330 4,356 4,500 4,513 4,637 4,829 --------(PAP) - at end of month 

Productivity per (established) 
4.29 4.18 4.59 3.63 4.30 4.43 5.75 ~ invest igators 

% established/ developing 
65% 67% 73% 73% 83% 82% 82% ~ investigators 

Cases accepted for investigation 407 442 504 347 454 438 469 ~ 
cases resolved after investigation 385 396 437 363 468 466 552 ~ 


